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INTRODUCTION 

In many high temperature industrial applica
tions, the radiation heat transfer plays a very 
important role in the'heat/mass transfer processes, 
as in the rotary kiln process (Watkinson and 
Brimacombe, 1978; Tscheng and Watkinson, 1979; 
Gorog, et al., 1982; Barr, et aI., 1989a, 1989b~ 

Chang, 1990). To estimate the contribution of 
radiation heat transfer rate between non isothermal 
enclosures in such processes, the view factors 
are the basic information needed in calculation. 
The diffuse view factors for many simple 
geometry had been evaluated in literature and 
were summarized in several books (Ozisik, 1973; 
Sparrow and Cess, 1978; Siegel and Howell,1981). 
However, all the diffuse view factors needed in 
rotary kiln processes were still lack to the 
authors' best knowledge. 

The basic geometry of a rotary kiln was a 
circular hollow tube partially filled with a solid 
bed and was bounded by two side walls. Since 
the temperature did not distribute uniformly 
along the solid bed and the tube wall, and since 
the side walls might also have large contribution 
on the radiation heat transfer, the d:ffuse view 
factors between the solid bed, the refractory wall, 
and the side walls were needed. 

In this note, the diffuse view factors between 
various enclosed surfaces in a rotary kiln were 
evaluated by contour integration followed by 
numerical integration. The results were correlated 
into several working equations which were simple 
in form and could be applied easily in further 

BR'1'={fp 

'*~!J\! 
• 2$,~9', To whom all correspondences should be addressed. 

analysis. 

ANALYSIS 

In the following analysis, the view factors 
between the surfaces shown in Fig. la to Ie 
would be referred to as Case A to Case E, 
respectively. PdPl-A" the diffuse view factor 
between an elemental surface dP, and the surface 
11, shown in Fig. 2(a), and FdA,-A" the diffuse 
view factor between elemental surface dA, and 
surface Il. shown in Fig. 2(b), will be needed in 
further calculations. Therefore, the analytical 
solutions of these two factors were derived In 

Appendix 1. 
In this work, the fill angle 20' was taken as 

a constant along the kiln. It was noted that the 
view factor between two surfaces will remain 
unchanged if the surfaces exchange according 
to their axial positions. Therefore, only the 
conditions when the position vector between 
two enclosed surfaces was positive would be 
disscussed. 

1. Case A 

Consider the diffuse view factor between dP, 
and .11, in Fig. l(a), it was clear that the value 
could be evaluated by direct integration of as: 

Therefore, 

1 
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Fig. 1(a). Diffuse view factor between segment 
dP, and surface .Il,. 

Fig. l(b). Diffuse view factor between segment 
dP. and band dB,. 

Fig. Hc). Diffuse view factor between surfaces 
A, anJ Jl., 

Fig. led). Diffuse view factor between band dB, 
and surface A,. 

Fig. 1(e). Diffuse view factor between band dB, 
and band dB,. 

y 

(a) 

z 

y 

x 

(b) 

Fig. 2. Coordinate system employed in this work. 

( 2 ) 

where yt=y,/R. 
Since there existed no analytical solution of 

Eq. (2), numerical integration was needed. 

2. Case B 

The view factor between rIP, to the band 
surface dB, shown in Fig. 1(b) could be obtained 
as: 

dFdPl-dJJ2 -=/~"'dPI-Al!Zz+dl 
1
-/:dP I-A 1 IZ z 

= a~, (FJP,_A,)dZ, ( 3 ) 

Substitute Eq. (2) into Eq. (3), the result was: 

dFJf',_J8, 
1 d (!R, ... OO , ) 

( 4 ) -2Rsintl0 dZ. _R".OJJA,-A,dy, dZ. 

The following relation held: 

( 5 ) 
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Thus, Eq. (4) became: a 
-az+-FdA,-A, 

o 

( 6 ) 
= - 2~[Ya+ Y~-Y,(rr+ Yd-Y.)+ Y /(Y,- Y.)] 

The differentiation of FdA,-A,
Z: in Eq. (6) could be shown 
follows: 

with respect 
analytically 

to 
as 

where 

- ~~ [

+Y/,(Y,

Ya,-Y

- Y.)

,,(n+Yd-Y,)-Y,(Yd,-Y,,) 

+ Y/(Y g ,Y.J] (./ ) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

-2Z: tan( {~)(a'-b'-C')-2aZ:-[--(a-b) tan( ~) +cJ 

{U'-b'-C' +,[ -(a-b) tan( ~.:...) +c]'} 1/a'-b' -c' 
(8c) 

Y,,= 
2Z;rtan( ~o )(a'-b'-c')-2aZ:-[(a-b) tan( _~o ) +cJ 

{a'-b'-c'+ [(a-b) tan( ~o ) +cJ'} Y(l'-b'-c'  -
(8d) 

(8e) 

Numerical integration was also needed to evaluate 
the integration term in Eq. (6). 

3. Case C 

The dijfuse view factor between dA, and 11, 
in Fig. l(c) was shown in Eq. (1\-8). Therefore, 
the diffuse view factor from /1, to 11, could be 
found from surface integration as: 

( 9 ) 

Numerical double integration was required in 
this case. 

4. Case D 

from point of conservation of energy, the 
fol1owing equation held for the view factors 
shown in Fig. (] d): 

(8f) 

(8g) 

(10) 

from Eqs. (2), (9), and (10), the following result 
('ould be obtained by applying Leibniz's rulle: 

In Eq. (11), the 
Eq. (2) and the 
shown analytical1y as 

last 
diff

term 
erenti

could 
ation 

be found 
term cou Id 

from 
be 

a 
-az~-FdA.-AJ 

=- lrr [Z,,(rr+Zd-Z,)+Zc(Zd'-Z,,)] 

- ~~-[z.,(z/-z,)+z/z/,-Z,,)] (12) 

where 
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2Zri[a'-b'-c'-a(ri'+Z; '-1 )J 
Z" = (a'-b'-c')31Z 

tan(~)(al-IJ"-c')+al~--(rz-b)tan( ~' )+cJ ) 

Zd,=-2Zt - { I ( 0') J'}vrz'-!J'-C' a'-II'-c'+ I --(a-b) tan -i- +c_1 

Z +( 1)[ (sin 20') J
-~oJI,-(}, 2 +c, 

Zr,= 
- - - { [_CS----,in,--20---'--0) +r.,] '}- /(.2-l12'_ C2 [/_/)2_ C2+V OJ J 3 J J] 2 

, [(Sin 2(}') J-Zt(a,-b,) -- 2- +C, 
Z,,=--- -{- [Sin(";:'20-;:-o:-:'-"--J::-:'-:--} 

.. /fl2_/)2_ C2 (/2_IJ2_ C2+ -
V.l .1 J J 1 J 

Numerical integrvtion was also needed 

the double integration in Eq. (11). 

5. Case E 

From the law of the conservation 

the following equation held: 

) ..I c,2 

-

to evaluate 

of energy, 

~ubstitute Eq. (11) into Eq. (14) we can get 

rlFdB.,_dR, 

- - [) (f,' ) /Z - II,'- DZ~ \ d8 J -A 4 ( .. ~ ( dflJ-dfl j 

1 
= 2R(rr (fL, J~TFdA.-,,rdrd(})_-(}O) ·dZ0 

2 sin (}O • 
- rr=()'- df'dP,-dB, (15) 

To evaluate }:q. (15), double integration of 

the second order di:Jerentiation of FdA,-A, was 

needed. But it was found in the la.tter calculations 

that the direct integration of the second order 

differentiation form was numerically undesirable, 

since the integration became very stiff when 

IZ;i I approached zero. Therefore, the fint order 
di[i'erentiation form Eq. (12) was integrated first, 

and then numerical differentiation was applied to 

evaluate the required value in Eq. (15). 

The 
FdB,-A" 
(2), (6), 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

(13e) 

(130 

NUMERICAL METHODS 

view factors F dP1 - A" dFdPl-dB" FA,-A" 

and dFdB,-dfl. would be obtained if Eqs. 
(9), (11), and (15) could be evaluated. 

Since no analytical solutions of these equations 

were available, numerical solutions were needed. 

To perform the single integration in this 

work (Eqs. (2) and (6)), Gear's method was directly 

applied. The relative errors were all controlled 

to be under 10-'. For the double integration 

calcuilations (Eqs. (9), (11) and (15)), the inner 

shell of integration (the r domain) were evaluated 

by Gear's method, and the outer shell of integra

tion (the () domain) were divided into 2'" panels 

and each panel was calculated by six-point 

Gaussian quadrature. To check the convergence 

of the integrations, the results from 2" panels 

were compared with the integral values form the 

2'\'+' panels. If the result wa.s not converged, 

each panel is divided into two sub panels, and 

the procedure was repeated. The toleran:e used 

in double integrations was 10-'. Usually, the LV 

value needed for satisfactory integration was 

about 6 to 7. 

To evaluate Eq. (15), centr3l diiference 

scheme was used In numerical diHerentiation 

calculations, 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

General 

The view factors evaluated from Eqs. (2), (6), 
(9), (11) and (15) with 0' as the parameter when 
shown in rigs. 3 to 7. It was clear that the view 
f3ctors all de:reased as Z: incre3sed and would 
approJch to zero when 7.:-~r.". It was also clear 
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_ ___' 

o	 2 3 

rig. 3.	 Diffuse view factor FdPl-~' us. Zci. The 
correlation equation (Eq. (21» was shown 
as solid lines for comparisons. 

10 .------,----,---...---~-----.------, 
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rig. 1\.	 Diffuse view factor dFdP,_dB, liS. Zci. The 
correlation equation (Eq. (22» was shown 
as solid lines for comparisons. 

Kiln Incinerator 

th3t the view factors would decrease to below 0.05 
when Izt I was larger than about 3.0. Therefore, 
for a long rotary kiln, the enclosed surfaces 
which were three radius away from the surface 
could be neglected in practice. 

The effects of 0' on PdPl-~" r~,_~., and PdBj - A" 

were minor when compJred with the effects of 
;:;;-, which suggested that these view factors could 

also be used in the appli:ations whose O' changed 
continuously along the tube. 

10 ---~---=-,,.......~.......~~......,..---..,....-- .....
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rig. 5.	 Diffuse view factor r.4 ,-.4, VS. zr The 
correlation equation (Eq. (23» was shown 
as solid lines for comparisons. 
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rig. 6.	 Diffuse view factor FdB ,-.4, vs. zt. The 
correlation equation (Eq. (24» was shown 
as solid lines for comparisvns. 
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3 

Fig 7. 

Though there existed no analytical and/or 
numerical results in literature with which our 
calculation results could be compared, several 
physical interpretations were used to cheek the 
accuracy of the current work. First, when the 
segment dP, and surface A, in Fig. l(a) approached 
to each other, the view factor from dP, to 11, 
should approach O.S, i. e., 

(16) 

Similarly, 

z·
° 

Di[fuse view bctor dPdB,-dB, us. 7ci. The 
correlation equation (Eq. (25)) was shown 
as solid Jines for comparisons. 

and 

lim rAJ-A, = 1.0	 (18)
zt-o 

These properties were clearly shown in Figs. 3, 
5, and 6. 

Second, when 0'-_0, FdA,-A" became the view 
factor from elemental surface to a circular disk 
which could be found in Sparrow and Cess (1980) 
and dFdB,-dB" should be the same as the view 
factor between two elemental coaxia.l circular 
bands which was also listed in Ozisik (1973). 
Figure 8 showed the numerical results of Eqs. (9) 
and (15) (0' =0.001) and the analytical solutions 
(the lines). It was clear that the numerical results 
coincided with the analytical solutions. 

Third, when a segment df', was placed at the 
edge of a semi-infinite tube (as shown in Fig. 9), 

E., Vol. 24, No.3, 1993 

(17) Fig. 9. The diffuse view factor from segment 
dP, to a semi-infinite tube wall. 
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Fig. 8.	 The comparisons between numerical 
results with analytical solution found in 
Ozisik (1973) (solid lines) and in Sparrow 
and Cess (1978) (dashed line). 

--+00 

half of the radiative energy leaving riP, would 
be captured by the tube wall, I. C., 

J 
Z+== 

I, = : dFdf',-dB, =0.5 (19) 
Zo =0 

For the same reason, the following relation also 
held: 

(20) 

The calculated view factors were then integrated 
by Simpson's rule and the results were shown in 
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). It was clear that Eqs. (19) 
and (LO) held with errors less than 196 when 12: I 
was larger than about 6.0. 
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working equ3.tions. The results 
Case E were listed as follows. 

for Case A to 

1. Case A 

4 

I-'dl'l_"'=L:, a, 12:-1 i 
;-=1 

(21a) 

where 

2 

.1 

8 
1.0 
1.2 

J 

al:=~ a::"OfJ j 

i-O 

2. Case B 

(21 b) 

0 (22a) 

4 

.3 

eO 
.001 

.2 
4 
.6 

2 4 6 
where

Z~ 

(22b) 
(a) 

3. Case C 
.5 

(23a) 

where 

6 

1-'0='E, (1,12';'1 i	 (23b)eO 
;=0 

.001 

.2 
4. Case D ..... N	 .4 

.6 
4 

.8 I-'d8,-", ='E, D, 17:-1 i	 (24a) 
'::;;:010 

1.2 where 

J 

Di=~ O{O'I	 (24 b) 
i=O 

oL_.....L_-L---L--.l...----l.-............J
 
o	 2 4 6 The coefficients it'i, 

, 
8;, I" (1" and 8: were all listed 

III Appendix II. 

(b) 5. Case E 

Fig. 10. The integration test of (a) Eq. (19) and 
(25)(b) Eq. (20). It was clear that when 12:: 

was	 larger than about 6.0, Eqs. (19) and
 
where
(20) could be satisfIed for all 0° studied. 

.11= -0.20310'+05529	 (25b) 

From the above discussions, it was believed :\'=-0.21716(1-c050 0 
)' (25c) 

that the current results were accurate enough for 
most applications. The working equations Eqs. (21) to (25) were 

also shown as solid lines in Figs. 3 to 7. It was 
shown that for most cases, the averaged relativeWorking equations 
errors would be within 2%. These equations 

For the sake of convenience for further usage, were valid within 12: I :::;3. When 12: 1 was larger 

the view factors evaluated numerically were than 3, the view factors could be taken as zero 
correlated 3S simple functional form as the in pract ice. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The diffuse view factors between enclosed 
surfaces in a rotary kiln were evaluated by 
contour integration followed by numerical integra
t ion. The accuracy of the calcula t ions were 
checked by several physical interpretations. The 
results were correlated into several working 
equations which were simple in form and could 
be applied in further analysis. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Jl area, (111')
 

F diffuse view factor, (-)
 
I" I, integrations defined in Eqs. (19) and (20)
 

R kiln radius, (III)
 

r distance, (111)
 

y"y, positions at y direction, (111)
 

Z;i =(z,-z,)/N
 

Zl' z" Z" z, positions at z direction, (Ill)
 

Greek Letter 

(J0 half of the fill angle, (rad) 
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APPENDIX I 

Consider two elemental surfaces dll, and d/l, 
with uni form temperatures and the normal vector 
were il, and il, respectively. The diffuse view 
factor between surfaces dill and d/l, was defined 
as: 

The view factor from d/l, to a finite surface 11, 
can be determined by integrating dFd"I_u" over 
surface /1, as 

F - ( (If,'
dA 1-/1 z - J dl1 t -dil 2A, 

= ( cos 0, cS? 0_, d. I . (1\-2)JA 7i:r- z 

The evaluation of view factors in equations 
(A-1) and (A-2) Can be performed by applying 
the stokes theorem to red uce the surface integra I 
to contour integral as in Ozisik (1973). 

In the following derivations, the diffuse view 
factors FdA I-A, and Fd",- .., , needed in further 
analysis were evaluated analytically as follows. 

For the two surfaces d.l l and ii, shown in 
Fig. 2(a), the diffuse view factor could be 
re p resen ted as: 

(z,-z,)dy, 
(x ,-x ,):'+ (J'-:--)'I)'+(Z,-ZI)'

(A-3) 

Change the coordinate into cylindrical coordinate 
and integrated analytically, the result was 

(A-4) 

where 

(A-Sa) 

(A-Sb) 

(" ( (J+b cos 0°-[ sin 0' ) (A-Sc)Y = In 
a b'+c'- a+b cos 0'+( sintr
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(A -5d) 

Y,=_ov 2 (A-5e)
v' -/--c' y (;'=&'-c'

, __ [ -(o-v)tan( ~; )+c ] 
}- d =tan' ------....:-..-=-=--- (A-5f)

yo' -v' ··-c' 

- (a-v) tan(~ ) +c ] 
Y,=tan-' (A-5g)[ 

ya'-v'-c' 

r (sin 2(0)...l_ l 
I 2 ,(, I 

Yg=tan-' I (A-Si)
L -/ ([2_ V2_(2 J

Y, I I 

- Jsin 20°) + l2 (, 
Yh=tan-' - - , (A-5j)[ 

-/02_fJ'-c' ..V I I -I .J 

a=l+r;'+Z;;' (A-5kj 

b= -2r; cos 0, (A-51) 

c=-2r; sin 8, (A-5m) 

G, =cos' 0° 

+ ..l....(r+'+Z+z-?r+ cos 0° cos 0 \ (A-5n)2 I 0 ..... I I) 

b,= ~ (r;'+Z;-'-2r;cos 0° cos 0,) (A-50) 

c,=-r; cos O' sin 0, (i\-Sp) 

2. F dAJ - 1 • in Fig. 2(b) 

The diffuse view factor Fdol,-A, between 
surface d.-I, to /1, shown in rig_ 2(b) was 

Change the coordinate into cylindrical coordinate 

and integrated analytically, the result was: 

"I:.-[2.+Z ,(rr-/--;;;d - Z ,)]
"-,, 

d, (Z _'/ )Z (A-7)Irr -f Lg h 

where 

Z.=OO-rr (A-8a) 

(A-8b) 

r _ [ -(a-v) tan( ~o ) +c ]
 
Zd-=tan ' -- (1-8c)
 

yo2_fJ~-c' 

(A-8d) 

(A-8e) 

(A-8f) 

(A-8g) 

11, -(os'oo+b, (;\-8h) 

b,=-;.(r;'+Z;-'-2 cos O· cos (f,r;) (A-8i) 

r J = -cos o· sin 0,1'; (A-8j) 

dJ=cos 0' cos (J,r;-cos'O" (A-8k) 

Equations (A-1) and (A-7) were the fundamental 
equations which were used in the text. 

APPENDIX II 

The coefficients of Eqs. (21) to (25) were 
shown in this Appendix. 

1. Case A 

a:~=OS005 a~= -0.0142 a;=0.0388 a~= -00237 

a~=-0.5121 a:=0.0477 a;=-0.2289 a~=0.0399 

lr~=0.2278 a~=-0.0456 a~=0.2175 a~= -0.0223 

a~=-0.019tl a~=O.0171 a;=-0.0794 a;=0.0055 

{{~=0.0012 a;=-0.0022 a~=0.01014 a~= -0.0005 

2. Case n 

J9:=0.500tl {i~ =0.059,\ 11~=0.3106 {3~= -0.0355 

f:1:=-0.3810 "~=-0.2310 11;- --1.1127 11~=0.1487 

J9~=0.02225 J9~=0.1120 t1;=1.9487 t1~= -0.5206 

B~=0.0728 "~=0.10}t\ 11;= -1.6151 i1;=O.5725 

B~--0.0290 i1~=-0.0781 J9;=0.5876 i3~= -0.2353 

i1~ =0.00318 J9~=0.01333 fi~= -0.0762 p~=0.03243 
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3.	 Case C 0~=-0.5189 0:=-0.003860;=-0.001S 0:=-0.071S9 

0~=0.2338 0;==0.0042 8;=0.00645 0~=0.08041,=0.9810 I, =0.1228 1,= -0.28306 
0~=-0.05134o~= -0.0015 0;= -0.00347 o~= -0.0304 

CT, =0.0153 11,= -0.0011 11,=0.00003 o~=0.00117 o~=O.OOOlS 8;=0.00063 o~=0.0039 

0',=0.9970 0',=-0.95545 0',=0.1371 0',=-0.1098 

4. Case D 
(Manuscript Received January 19, 1993, Accepted April 

o~=0.5025 O~=0.00233 0~=-00049 o~=0.00237 29, 1993) 

-M~m~ft.~~*~~M~&M~ffl~fiX~~~**~~eo~~~.~~~~~~~~OCZ~@~~.M 

~~ -~'W~~~~~~~·~m~&~~~.~~~%~~M~.~.~~,m~~ftM~~~~~&~.@otr 

*~$,a~~ffl~Wm~&•••~a.~~~~~'~KM~~*~.~.OOm.@~~I~~.'~~**~
ti7 Z.!fJ#. ffl 0 

Abstract 

Thermal radiation heat transfer between enclosed surfaces in a rotary kiln incinerator is believed 
to play an important role in determining the system performance but has not been fully investigated. 
The diffuse view factors between these surface are the basic information for (stimating the rediation 
he3.t flux but are stiU lack in literature. In this work, the diffuse view factors between the refractory 
wall, the solid bed, and the side walls are evaluated by contour integration follows by numerical 
integration. The results are correlated into several working equations which are simple in form and 
can be applied in further analysis. 


